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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CORRECTING RATE MATCHING WEIGHTS
BASED ON LAYERED MAPPING

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to a long term evolution advanced system (LTE-A), and in particular to a method and an apparatus for correcting rate matching weights based on layered mapping.

BACKGROUND

Seven downlink transmission modes are provided in the LTE R8 protocol:
transmission mode 1: single-antenna mode based on single-antenna port 0;
transmission mode 2: transmission mode based on multi-antenna transmission diversity;
transmission mode 3: large-time delay open-loop pre-coding;
transmission mode 4: closed-loop space multiplexing;
transmission mode 5: multi-user multiplexing;
transmission mode 6: pre-coding closed-loop rank=1;
transmission mode 7: beamforming based on antenna port 5.

A transmission mode 8, which refers to perform double-stream beamforming by using antenna ports 7 and 8 is further added in LTE R9 protocol besides the seven transmission modes provided by R8. However, in terms of layer mapping, multiplexing supports the mapping of one stream to two layers at maximum, and diversity supports the mapping of one stream to four layers at maximum.

It is specified as follows in R8 rate matching process:

\[ N_{\text{R8}} = \frac{N_{\text{ss}}}{\min\{M_{\text{DL-HARQ}}, M_{\text{MIMO}}\}} \]

wherein, \( N_{\text{ss}} \) is total soft channel bit; \( K_{\text{MIMO}} \) is equal to 2 at transmission mode 3 or 4, otherwise \( K_{\text{MIMO}} \) is equal to 1; \( M_{\text{DL-HARQ}} \) is the maximum re-transmission times of downlink HARQ; \( M_{\text{MIMO}} \) is a constant.

Then, the capacity of the circulating Buffer can be calculated by using the calculated value of \( N_{\text{R8}} \); in calculation of the length of output data, \( E-N_{\text{t}}Q_m\left(\frac{G}{C}\right) \);

wherein, \( E \) is the length of output data; \( N_{\text{t}} \) is layered parameter; \( Q_m \) corresponds to modulation manner; \( G \) is the number of symbols of useable transmission blocks; \( C \) is the number of code blocks of one transmission block; when the transmission block is mapped to one layer for transmission, \( N_{\text{t}} \) is equal to 1; when the transmission block is mapped to two or four layers, \( N_{\text{t}} \) is equal to 2.

It is specified as follows in R9 rate matching process:

\( K_{\text{MIMO}} \) is equal to 2 at transmission mode 3, 4 and 8, otherwise \( K_{\text{MIMO}} \) is equal to 1; the rest parameter values are the same as those in the corresponding situation of R8.

Since the multiplexing supports the mapping of one stream to two layers at maximum, and the diversity supports the mapping of one stream to four layers at maximum in terms of layer mapping in R8 and R9, therefore the specified values of \( K_{\text{MIMO}} \) and \( N_{\text{t}} \) correspond to the above layered solution. While in R10, the multiplexing is required to support the mapping of one stream to four layers at maximum, so the original weights \( K_{\text{MIMO}} \) and \( N_{\text{t}} \) for rate matching in R8 and R9 are no longer adaptable to the mapping manner in R10, thus the rate matching calculation weights need to be adjusted.

SUMMARY

In view of this, the disclosure mainly aims to provide a method and an apparatus for correcting rate matching weights based on layered mapping to ensure that the weights for rate matching in R8 and R9 can be adaptable to the mapping manner in R10.

To achieve the above purpose, the technical solution of the disclosure may be realized by:

1. a method for correcting rate matching weights based on layered mapping, including:
   obtaining the number of layers to be layered mapped, and determining a transmission mode for communication content; and correcting the weights for rate matching in R10 according to the obtained number of layers and the determined transmission mode.

   The transmission mode may include multi-layer multiplexing transmission and diversity transmission.

2. When the weight is \( K_{\text{MIMO}} \) the correcting process may include:
   correcting, for transmission modes 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 and other multi-layer multiplexing transmission modes, the \( K_{\text{MIMO}} \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the \( K_{\text{MIMO}} \) to 3 when one stream is mapped to three layers; and correcting the \( K_{\text{MIMO}} \) to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; and correcting the \( K_{\text{MIMO}} \) to 1 under other transmission modes.

Under the multi-layer multiplexing transmission mode and when the weight is \( N_{\text{t}} \), the correcting process may include:

- correcting the \( N_{\text{t}} \) to 1 when one stream is mapped to one layer; correcting the \( N_{\text{t}} \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the \( N_{\text{t}} \) to 3 when one stream is mapped to three layers; and correcting the \( N_{\text{t}} \) to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers;
- correcting the \( N_{\text{t}} \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to three layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3, one or two 0 symbols or is other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly; adding, when one stream is mapped to four layers and the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly;
- correcting the \( N_{\text{t}} \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to three or four layers; performing perforating processing, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3 or 4, on the original symbol stream; or correcting the \( N_{\text{t}} \) to 3 when one stream is mapped to three or four layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, 0 symbols or other filling symbols to the symbol stream or performing the perforating processing on the symbol stream.

Under the diversity transmission mode and when the weight is \( N_{\text{t}} \), the correcting process may include:

- correcting the \( N_{\text{t}} \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the \( N_{\text{t}} \) to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; and correcting the \( N_{\text{t}} \) to 8 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; or correcting the \( N_{\text{t}} \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to four layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream before layered mapping, and performing perforating processing on the sym-
symbols in the time slot of the last two modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding; or

correcting the \( N_f \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 8, \( L \text{mod}8 \) 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream before layered mapping, and performing perforating processing on the symbols in the time slot of the last \( L \text{mod}8 \) modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding;

the \( L \) is the length of the symbol stream.

An apparatus for correcting rate matching weights based on layered mapping, may include a weight correction unit, and a transmission mode determination unit and a layer number obtaining unit that are connected to the weight correction unit; wherein,

the transmission mode determination unit may be configured to determine the transmission mode for communication content and inform the weight correction unit of the transmission mode;

the layer number obtaining unit may be configured to obtain the number of layers to be layered mapped and inform the weight correction unit of the number of layers;

the weight correction unit may be configured to correct the weights for rate matching in R10 according to the obtained number of layers and the determined transmission mode.

The transmission mode may include multi-layer multiplexing transmission and diversity transmission; the weight correction unit may be configured to correct the weights for the multi-layer multiplexing transmission and the diversity transmission respectively.

When the weight is \( K_{\text{MIMO}} \), the weight correction unit may be configured to:

for transmission modes 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 and other multi-layer multiplexing transmission modes, correcting the \( K_{\text{MIMO}} \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the \( K_{\text{MIMO}} \) to 3 when one stream is mapped to three layers; and correcting the \( K_{\text{MIMO}} \) to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; and correcting the \( K_{\text{MIMO}} \) to 1 under other transmission modes.

Under the multi-layer multiplexing transmission mode and when the weight is \( N_f \), the weight correction unit may be configured to:

correcting the \( N_f \) to 1 when one stream is mapped to one layer; correcting the \( N_f \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the \( N_f \) to 3 when one stream is mapped to three layers; and correcting the \( N_f \) to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; or

correcting the \( N_f \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to three layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3, one or two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly; adding, when one stream is mapped to four layers and the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly; or

correcting the \( N_f \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to three or four layers; performing perforating processing, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3 or 4, on the original symbol stream; or

correcting the \( N_f \) to 3 when one stream is mapped to three or four layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, 0 symbols or other filling symbols to the symbol stream or performing perforating processing on the symbol stream.

Under the diversity transmission mode and when the weight is \( N_f \), the weight correction unit may be configured to:

correcting the \( N_f \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the \( N_f \) to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; and correcting the \( N_f \) to 8 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; or

correcting the \( N_f \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to four layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream before layered mapping, and performing perforating processing on the symbols in the time slot of the last \( L \text{mod}8 \) modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding; or

correcting the \( N_f \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 8, \( L \text{mod}8 \) 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream before layered mapping, and performing perforating processing on the symbols in the time slot of the last \( L \text{mod}8 \) modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding; or

correcting the \( N_f \) to 4 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 8, four 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream during mapping, and performing perforating processing on the symbols in the time slot of the last four modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding; where the \( L \) is the length of the symbol stream.

An apparatus for correcting rate matching weights based on layered mapping, which may be located at base station side for configuring, for a terminal, a transmission mode of downlink data and the number of layers for transmitting data according to channel state information of corresponding terminal side.

The apparatus may include:

a base station side transmission mode determination unit, which is configured to determine the transmission mode configured for the terminal side;

a base station side layer number obtaining unit, which is configured to determine the number of layers of current sub-frame configured for the terminal side;

a base station side weight correction unit, which is configured to correct the weights for rate matching according to the number of layers and the transmission mode;

wherein the transmission mode may include multi-layer multiplexing transmission and diversity transmission; the base station side weight correction unit may be configured to correct the weights for the multi-layer multiplexing transmission and the diversity transmission respectively;

wherein under the multi-layer multiplexing transmission mode and when the weight is \( N_f \), the base station side weight correction unit may be configured to:

correcting the \( N_f \) to 1 when one stream is mapped to one layer; correcting the \( N_f \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the \( N_f \) to 3 when one stream is mapped to three layers; and correcting the \( N_f \) to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; or

correcting the \( N_f \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to three layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3, one or two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly; adding, when one stream is mapped to four layers and the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly; or

correcting the \( N_f \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to three or four layers; performing perforating processing, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3 or 4, on the original symbol stream; or
is not divisible by 4, two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly; or correcting the NL to 2 when one stream is mapped to three or four layers; or performing perforating processing, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3 or 4, on the original symbol stream; or correcting the NL to 2 when one stream is mapped to three or four layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, 0 symbols or other filling symbols to the symbol stream or performing perforating processing on the symbol stream.

wherein under the diversity transmission mode and when the weight is NL, the base station side weight correction unit may be configured to:

- correcting the NL to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the NL to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; and correcting the NL to 8 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; or correcting the NL to 2 when one stream is mapped to four layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 8, $L \mod 8 = 0$ symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream before layered mapping, and performing perforating processing on the symbols in the time slot of the last two modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding; or correcting the NL to 2 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 8, $L \mod 8 = 0$ symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream before layered mapping, and performing perforating processing on the symbols in the time slot of the last two modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding; or correcting the NL to 4 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 8, four 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream during mapping, and performing perforating processing on the symbols in the time slot of the last four modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding; the L is the length of the symbol stream.

The apparatus may further include a base station side mapping unit, which is configured to map and send data according to the weights of the base station side weight correction unit.

An apparatus for correcting rate matching weights based on layered mapping, which may be located at terminal side for determining rate matching weights needed by demapping, demodulating and decoding according to a transmission mode of downlink data and the number of layers for transmitting data configured by base station side.

The apparatus may include:
- a terminal side transmission mode determination unit, which is configured to receive and determine the transmission mode configured by the base station side;
- a terminal side layer number obtaining unit, which is configured to determine the number of layers configured by the base station side for the terminal side in current sub-frame;
- a terminal side weight correction unit, which is configured to correct the weights for rate matching according to the number of layers and the transmission mode;
- wherein the transmission mode may include multi-layer multiplexing transmission and diversity transmission; the terminal side weight correction unit may be configured to correct the weights for the multi-layer multiplexing transmission and the diversity transmission respectively;
- wherein under the multi-layer multiplexing transmission mode and when the weight is NL, the terminal side weight correction unit may be configured to:
- correcting the NL to 1 when one stream is mapped to one layer; correcting the NL to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the NL to 3 when one stream is mapped to three layers; and correcting the NL to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; or correcting the NL to 2 when one stream is mapped to three layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3, one or two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly; or adding, when one stream is mapped to four layers and the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly; or correcting the NL to 2 when one stream is mapped to three or four layers; performing perforating processing, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3 or 4, on the original symbol stream; or correcting the NL to 2 when one stream is mapped to three or four layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, 0 symbols or other filling symbols to the symbol stream or performing perforating processing on the symbol stream;
- wherein under the diversity transmission mode and when the weight is NL, the terminal side weight correction unit may be configured to:
- correcting the NL to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the NL to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; and correcting the NL to 8 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; or correcting the NL to 2 when one stream is mapped to four layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream before layered mapping, and performing perforating processing on the symbols in the time slot of the last two modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding; or correcting the NL to 2 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 8, four 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream during mapping, and performing perforating processing on the symbols in the time slot of the last four modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding; the L is the length of the symbol stream.

The apparatus may further include a terminal side demapping unit, which is configured to demap data, demodulate and decode the demapped data according to the weights of the terminal side weight correction unit.

It can be seen that the method and the device of the disclosure both ensure that the weights for rate matching in R8 and R9 can be adaptable to the mapping manner in R10.

The multi-layer multiplex transmission of the disclosure includes one layer of transmission or more than one layer of transmission, or includes the transmission of single-antenna port and the transmission of multi-antenna port.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 shows a flowchart of correcting rate matching weights based on layered mapping of one embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 2 shows a diagram of an apparatus for correcting rate matching weights based on layered mapping of one embodiment of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

With reference to FIG. 1, FIG. 1 shows a flowchart of correcting rate matching weights based on layered mapping of one embodiment of the disclosure. The flow includes the following steps:

Step 110: obtaining the number of layers to be layered mapped, and determining a transmission mode for communication content.

Specifically, the above number of layers and the transmission mode can be obtained from configured resource allocation information.

Step 120: correcting the weights for rate matching in R10 according to the obtained number of layers and the determined transmission mode.

Specifically, the weights needed to be corrected generally include $K_{MEMO}$ and $N_e$. In correction of the $K_{MEMO}$ since the mapping of one stream to three layers and the mapping of one stream to four layers are added in R10, therefore the adjustment to rate matching mainly aims at these two newly added mapping manners. In addition, since the number of antennas is increased to 8, so the rate matching adjustment of transmission diversity of 8 antennas can be taken into consideration.

Since the above mapping manners are added, so new $K_{MEMO}$ value can be added in calculation of the length of circulating Buffer; because the original mapping only aims at the mapping of two layers at maximum, the $K_{MEMO}$ is 1 or 2; in terms of R10, for transmission modes 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 and other multi-layer multiplexing transmission modes, when one stream is mapped to two layers, the $K_{MEMO}$ is corrected to 2; when one stream is mapped to three layers, the $K_{MEMO}$ is corrected to 3; when one stream is mapped to four layers, the $K_{MEMO}$ is corrected to 4, and under other transmission modes, the $K_{MEMO}$ is corrected to 1.

In correction of $N_e$, when one stream is mapped to one layer, the $N_e$ is corrected to 1; when one stream is mapped to two layers, the $N_e$ is corrected to 2; when one stream is mapped to three layers, the $N_e$ is corrected to 3; when one stream is mapped to four or eight layers, the $N_e$ is corrected to 4.

If smaller change of the original $N_e$ value has to be ensured, when one stream is mapped to three layers, the $N_e$ is connected to 2, here if the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3, one or two 0 symbols or other filling symbols are to be added in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly; similarly, when one stream is mapped to four layers, if the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, two 0 symbols or other filling symbols are to be added in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly. However, in case of transmission diversity of four-layer mapping, perforating processing has to be performed on the symbols in the time slot of the last two modulation symbols of the diversity pre-coded symbol stream, while the perforating processing is not required by the multiplexing pre-coding manner. Furthermore, when one stream is mapped to three layers, the $N_e$ can also be corrected to 2; here if the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3, 0 symbols or other filling symbols are to be added in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly; similarly, when one stream is mapped to four layers, if the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, two 0 symbols or other filling symbols are to be added in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly, and the perforating processing is not performed on the last two symbols of the symbol stream in cases of transmission diversity and precoding. Furthermore, when one stream is mapped to three or four layers, the $N_e$ can also be corrected to 2; here if the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 5 or 4, the perforating processing has to be performed on the original symbol stream, for example: the perforating processing is performed based on a pre-defined perforating pattern, or the perforating processing is performed in a perforating manner of destroying the last two symbols. In addition, when one stream is mapped to three or four layers, the $N_e$ is corrected to 3, here if the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, similar 0 symbol-adding or other filling symbol-adding or perforating processing processes as the above operation are performed on the original symbol stream.

When the transmission diversity of eight antennas is adopted, the $N_e$ is corrected to 8, 4 or 2; and when the $N_e$ is corrected to 2, if the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 8, $Lmod8$ 0 symbols or other filling symbols are added in the back of the symbol stream before layered mapping; the perforating processing is to be, or not to be performed on the symbols in the time slot of the last $Lmod8$ modulation symbols of the symbol stream after finishing the diversity pre-coding, wherein $L$ is the length of the symbol stream. When $N_e$ is 4, if the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 8, four 0 symbols or other filling symbols are added in the back of the symbol stream before layered mapping; the perforating processing is to be, or not to be performed on the symbols in the time slot of the last 4 modulation symbols of the symbol stream after finishing the diversity pre-coding.

With reference to FIG. 2, FIG. 2 shows a diagram of an apparatus for correcting rate matching weights based on layered mapping of one embodiment of the disclosure. The apparatus includes a weight correction unit, and a transmission mode determination unit and a layer number obtaining unit that are connected to the weight correction unit. In specific application, the transmission mode determination unit is configured to determine the transmission mode for the communication content and inform the weight correction unit of the transmission mode; the layer number obtaining unit is configured to obtain the number of layers to be layered mapped and inform the weight correction unit of the number of layers; the weight correction unit is configured to correct the weights for rate matching in R10 according to the obtained number of layers and the determined transmission mode by using the above specific correction manner. The weights generally include $K_{MEMO}$ and $N_e$. Of course, in practical application, one of the weights can be corrected according to the practical application situation.

It can be seen from the above that, the technology for correcting rate matching weights based on layered mapping of the disclosure, whatever the technology is applied in the method or the device, can ensure that the weights for rate matching in R8 and R9 can be adaptable to the mapping manner in R10.

The above is only the preferred embodiment of the disclosure and not intended to limit the scope of protection of the disclosure, and any modifications, equivalent replacements, improvements and the like within the spirit and principle of the disclosure shall fall within the scope of protection of the disclosure.
The invention claimed is:

1. A method for correcting rate matching weights based on layered mapping in long term evolution advanced, LTE-A, system, wherein the method comprises:
   obtaining the number of layers to which one stream is mapped, and determining a transmission mode for communication content; and correcting the weights \( N_r \) and/or \( K_{MIMO} \) for rate matching according to the obtained number of layers to which one stream is mapped and the determined transmission mode, and outputting the corrected weights for subsequent rate matching processing; wherein the weight \( N_r \) is a layering parameter, and the weight \( K_{MIMO} \) is a shunting parameter;
   wherein the transmission mode comprises multi-layer multiplexing transmission and diversity transmission, wherein when the weight is \( K_{MIMO} \), the correcting process comprises:
   correcting, for transmission modes 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 and other multi-layer multiplexing transmission modes, the \( K_{MIMO} \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layer; correcting the \( K_{MIMO} \) to 3 when one stream is mapped to three layers; and correcting the \( K_{MIMO} \) to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; and
   correcting the \( K_{MIMO} \) to 1 under other transmission modes;
   wherein under the multi-layer multiplexing transmission mode and when the weight is \( N_r \), the correcting process comprises:
   correcting the \( N_r \) to 1 when one stream is mapped to one layer; correcting the \( N_r \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the \( N_r \) to 3 when one stream is mapped to three layers; and correcting the \( N_r \) to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; or
   correcting the \( N_r \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to three layers; adding when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3, one or two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly; adding, when one stream is mapped to four layers and the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly; or
   correcting the \( N_r \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to four layers; performing perforating processing, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3 or 4, on the original symbol stream; or
   correcting the \( N_r \) to 3 when one stream is mapped to three or four layers; adding when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, 0 symbols or other filling symbols to the symbol stream or performing perforating processing on the symbol stream.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein under the diversity transmission mode and when the weight is \( N_r \), the correcting process comprises:
   correcting the \( N_r \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the \( N_r \) to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; and correcting the \( N_r \) to 8 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; or
   correcting the \( N_r \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to four layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, 2 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream before layered mapping, and performing perforating processing on the symbols in the time slot of the last two modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding; or
   correcting the \( N_r \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 8, \( L \mod 8 \) 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream before layered mapping, and performing perforating processing on the symbols in the time slot of the last \( L \mod 8 \) modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding; or
   correcting the \( N_r \) to 4 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream during mapping, and performing perforating processing on the symbols in the time slot of the last four modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding.

3. An apparatus for correcting rate matching weights based on layered mapping, wherein the apparatus comprises a weight correction unit, and a transmission mode determination unit and a layer number obtaining unit that are connected to the weight correction unit; wherein, the transmission mode determination unit is configured to determine the transmission mode for communication content and inform the weight correction unit of the transmission mode, wherein the transmission mode comprises multi-layer multiplexing transmission and diversity transmission;
   the layer number obtaining unit is configured to obtain the number of layers to which one stream is mapped and inform the weight correction unit of the number of layers;
   the weight correction unit is configured to correct the weights \( N_r \) and/or \( K_{MIMO} \) for rate matching in long term evolution advanced, LTE-A, system, according to the obtained number of layers to which one stream is mapped and the determined transmission mode, wherein the weight \( N_r \) is a layering parameter, and the weight \( K_{MIMO} \) is a shunting parameter;
   wherein the transmission mode determination unit, the layer number obtaining unit, and the weight correction unit comprises a plurality of circuits,
   wherein when the weight is \( K_{MIMO} \) the weight correction unit is configured to:
   for transmission modes 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 and other multi-layer multiplexing transmission modes, correcting the \( K_{MIMO} \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the \( K_{MIMO} \) to 3 when one stream is mapped to three layers; or
   correcting the \( K_{MIMO} \) to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; and
   correcting the \( K_{MIMO} \) to 1 under other transmission modes; wherein under the multi-layer multiplexing transmission mode and when the weight the weight correction unit is configured to:
   correcting the \( N_r \) to 1 when one stream is mapped to one layer; correcting the \( N_r \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the \( N_r \) to 3 when one stream is mapped to three layers; and correcting the \( N_r \) to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; or
   correcting the \( N_r \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to three layers; adding when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3, one or two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly; adding, when one stream is mapped to four layers and the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly; or
   correcting the \( N_r \) to 2 when one stream is mapped to four layers; performing perforating processing, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3 or 4, on the original symbol stream; or
   correcting the \( N_r \) to 3 when one stream is mapped to three or four layers; adding when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, 0 symbols or other filling symbols to the symbol stream or performing perforating processing on the symbol stream.
correcting the $N_L$ to 2 when one stream is mapped to three or four layers; performing perforating processing, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3 or 4 on the original symbol stream; or correcting the $N_L$ to 3 when one stream is mapped to three or four layers; adding when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, 0 symbols or other filling symbols to the symbol stream or performing perforating processing on the symbol stream.

4. The apparatus according to claim 3, wherein under the diversity transmission mode and when the weight is $N_L$, the weight correction unit is configured to:

- correcting the $N_L$ to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the $N_L$ to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; and correcting the $N_L$ to 8 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; or
- correcting the $N_L$ to 2 when one stream is mapped to four layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream before layered mapping, and performing perforating processing on the symbols in the time slot of the last two modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding; or
- correcting the $N_L$ to 2 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 8, 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream before layered mapping, and performing perforating processing on the symbols in the time slot of the last Lmod8 modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding; or

5. An apparatus for correcting rate matching weights based on layered mapping, which is located at base station side for configuring, for a terminal, a transmission mode of downlink data and the number of layers to which one stream is mapped for transmitting data according to channel state information of corresponding terminal side, wherein the apparatus further comprises:

- a base station side transmission mode determination unit, which is configured to determine the transmission mode configured for the terminal side, wherein the transmission mode comprises multi-layer multiplexing transmission and diversity transmission;
- a base station side layer number obtaining unit, which is configured to determine the number of layers to which one stream is mapped of current sub-frame configured for the terminal side;
- a base station side weight correction unit, which is configured to correct the weights $N_L$ and/or $K_{MIMO}$ for rate matching in long term evolution advanced, LTE-A, system, according to the number of layers to which one stream is mapped and the transmission mode, wherein the weight $N_L$ is a layering parameter, and the weight $K_{MIMO}$ is a shunting parameter;

6. The apparatus according to claim 5, wherein under the diversity transmission mode and when the weight is $N_L$, the base station side weight correction unit is configured to:

- correcting the $N_L$ to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the $N_L$ to 3 when one stream is mapped to three layers; and correcting the $N_L$ to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; and correcting the $K_{MIMO}$ to 1 under other transmission modes; wherein under the multi-layer multiplexing transmission mode and when the weight is $N_L$, the base station side weight correction unit is configured to:

- correcting the $N_L$ to 1 when one stream is mapped to one layer; correcting the $N_L$ to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the $N_L$ to 3 when one stream is mapped to three layers; and correcting the $N_L$ to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; or
- correcting the $N_L$ to 2 when one stream is mapped to three layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3, 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream corresponding; adding, when one stream is mapped to four layers and the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream corresponding; or
- correcting the $N_L$ to 2 when one stream is mapped to three or four layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream corresponding; or
- correcting the $N_L$ to 2 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 8, 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream corresponding; or
- correcting the $N_L$ to 4 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 8, 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream corresponding; or
- correcting the $N_L$ to 4 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 and other multi-layer multiplexing transmission modes correcting the $K_{MIMO}$ to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the $K_{MIMO}$ to 3 when one stream is mapped to three layers; and correcting the $K_{MIMO}$ to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; and

- the $L$ is the length of the symbol stream.
7. The apparatus according to claim 5, further comprising a base station side mapping unit, which is configured to map and send data according to the weights of the base station side weight correction unit.

8. An apparatus for correcting rate matching weights based on layered mapping, which is located at terminal side for determining rate matching weights $N_T$ and $K_{MMO}$ needed by demapping, demodulating and decoding according to a transmission mode of downlink data and the number of layers to which one stream is mapped for transmitting data configured by base station side, wherein the apparatus further comprises:

a terminal side transmission mode determination unit, which is configured to receive and determine the transmission mode configured by the base station side, wherein the transmission mode comprises multi-layer multiplexing transmission and diversity transmission; a terminal side layer number obtaining unit, which is configured to determine the number of layers to which one stream is mapped that configured by the base station side for the terminal side in current sub-frame; a terminal side weight correction unit, which is configured to correct the weights $N_T$ and/or $K_{MMO}$ for rate matching in long term evolution advanced, LTE-A, system, according to the number of layers to which one stream is mapped and the transmission mode, wherein the weight $N_T$ is a layering parameter, and the weight $K_{MMO}$ is a shunting parameter; wherein when the weight is $K_{MMO}$, the terminal side weight correction unit is configured to:

for transmission modes 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 and other multi-layer multiplexing transmission modes, correcting the $K_{MMO}$ to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the $K_{MMO}$ to 3 when one stream is mapped to three layers; and correcting the $K_{MMO}$ to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; and

correcting the $K_{MMO}$ to 1 under other transmission modes; wherein under the multi-layer multiplexing transmission mode and when the weight is $N_T$, the terminal side weight correction unit is configured to:

correcting the $N_T$ to 1 when one stream is mapped to one layer; correcting the $N_T$ to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the $N_T$ to 3 when one stream is mapped to three layers; and correcting the $N_T$ to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; or

correcting the $N_T$ to 2 when one stream is mapped to three layers; adding when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3, one or two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly; adding, when one stream is mapped to four layers and the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream correspondingly; or

correcting the $N_T$ to 2 when one stream is mapped to three or four layers; performing perforating processing, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 3 or 4, on the original symbol stream; or

correcting the $N_T$ to 3 when one stream is mapped to three or four layers; adding when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, 0 symbols or other filling symbols to the symbol stream or performing perforating processing on the symbol stream.

9. The apparatus according to claim 8, wherein under the diversity transmission mode and when the weight is $N_T$, the terminal side weight correction unit is configured to:

correcting the $N_T$ to 2 when one stream is mapped to two layers; correcting the $N_T$ to 4 when one stream is mapped to four layers; and correcting the $N_T$ to 8 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; or

correcting the $N_T$ to 2 when one stream is mapped to four layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 4, two 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream before layered mapping, and performing perforating processing on the symbols in the time slot of the last two modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding; or

correcting the $N_T$ to 2 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 8, $\text{Lmod} 8$ 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream before layered mapping, and performing perforating processing on the symbols in the time slot of the last $\text{Lmod} 8$ modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding; or

correcting the $N_T$ to 4 when one stream is mapped to eight layers; adding, when the number of symbols in the symbol stream is not divisible by 8, four 0 symbols or other filling symbols in the back of the symbol stream during mapping, and performing perforating processing on the symbols in the time slot of the last four modulation symbols of the encoded symbol stream after diversity pre-coding; the $l$ is the length of the symbol stream.

10. The apparatus according to claim 8, further comprising a terminal side demapping unit, which is configured to demap data, demodulate and decode the demapped data according to the weights of the terminal side weight correction unit.

* * * * *